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This summer I attended the annual International Pinot Noir Celebration in McMinnville, Ore., 

with a handful of members of California’s Pinot avant-garde. Here was a group that embodied all 

the values Oregon holds dear: obsession with a sense of place, commitment to working on a 

small scale, a quieter tone in the wines. 

The visit, I think, was eye opening for both guests and hosts. Here were kindred spirits. 

Californians, so used to the magnitude of our wine industry, were heartened to see how Oregon 

had flourished by embracing the small. The Oregonians, who largely have viewed California 

Pinot Noir as brawnier and more ponderous than their local produce, were astonished to taste 

wines from down south with a very familiar light touch. 

This moment came back to me recently as I was tasting 2012 Pinot Noirs from Oregon, because 

I’ve been wondering if the two states are starting to switch places. 

No, there is no Oregon Hearty Burgundy due in the supermarket. And yes, some Oregon wines 

have emulated California’s big-flavored shadow. 

But Oregon wine has thrived as a modest, accessible alternative to California’s largesse. It 

succeeded with a generation of fans who sought out its wines because Oregon represented Not 

California: wines that reflected more Burgundian echoes (with all the problems that term brings) 

of their Pinot ideal, or a wine culture that never succumbed to the temptations of scale. Today, 

the lines are blurrier. 

In the past few years, Oregon has had an influx of money and talent not only from Burgundy 

(Maison Louis Jadot), but also from California, its old bete noire. Kendall-Jackson has been 

buying up Oregon property as if it were Tesla stock in 2010; the Wagner family of Caymus fame 

recently unveiled Elouan, an Oregonian twist on their Meiomi brand. 
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Is Oregon to become a sort of Russian River North? Will our Napa Disneyland jokes be retooled 

for the Dundee Hills? 

Not quite. But the state’s ripe 2012 vintage — either a crowd-pleaser or a bit of a snooze, 

depending on your view — revealed that our view of Oregon Pinot Noir, and its very identity, 

must needs evolve. 

My own take on 2012 fell to the latter. The best wines show just enough flesh to have a wider 

appeal, without losing quintessential non-fruit complexity. But many revealed a monotone of 

fruit. They’re the sort of wines that please accounting departments and frustrate aesthetes. They 

are, in short, the sort of wines that tangled California’s reputation with this grape. 

The good news: Several classic properties — Willakenzie, Brick House, Bethel Heights, to name 

three — were in fine form, finessing what could have been a forgettable year. Their wines show 

a welcome constancy against the whims of style. 

Other, familiar names are worth revisiting if you haven’t lately. The Eyrie Vineyard, Oregon 

Pinot’s mothership, has regained its mojo under Jason Lett, son of founder David Lett; the 

current Eyrie wines are uncompromising in the best way. 

Beaux Freres, one of Oregon’s most ambitious early projects and a frequent target for stylistic 

gripes, is pursuing a classic, subtle expression that still has power; the 2012s from Argyle, which 

took an overly commercial bent in recent years, revealed echoes of earlier, more charming 

vintages. 

And while some of Oregon’s new guard is making ripe, generic wines, not all are. Labels like 

Portland’s Division Wine Co., or Iota from Amity, are very much keepers of Oregon’s less-is-

more ethos. Then there are emerging pioneers like Portland’s Bow & Arrow, whose inspiration is 

less Burgundy than the Loire, and McMinville’s cutting-edge Minimus, with its “experiments.” 

By the end of my recent tasting of several dozen 2012s, I was utterly confused about Oregon’s 

current lot. And I sense that I’m supposed to be. 



This is a wine region in the throes of growing pains that have been a long time coming. Success 

has drawn the world’s attention. That brings with it gut-wrenching decisions about how Oregon 

wine wants to be known — and the scale at which it wants to exist. 

A dazzling dozen: The best of the 2012 Pinot Noirs 

 

2012 Brick House Evelyn’s Ribbon Ridge Pinot Noir ($68, 13.8% alcohol): Doug 

Tunnell’s biodynamically farmed wines are in terrific form, especially in this vintage. Evelyn’s 

is the equivalent of a reserve, and deservedly so (although the Dijonnais is also super) — austere, 

and better after an hour open. Crumbled earth, white blossoms, maitake mushroom and dark-

toned fruit. Tannic in the best way. 

 

2012 Beaux Freres the Beaux Freres Vineyard Ribbon Ridge Pinot Noir ($90, 

14.1%): 2012 is a vintage that could play into Beaux Freres’ reputation for polish. So full credit 

to Mike Etzel and winemaker Grant Coulter for finessing an effort that’s subtle, tangy and 

slightly elusive in its flavors, as great Pinot should be. Sea foam, juniper, boysenberry and rich 

strawberry tones, with an iodine-like mineral finish for backbone. 

 

2012 Chehalem Ridgecrest Vineyards Ribbon Ridge Pinot Noir ($50, 13.6%): Harry 

Peterson-Nedry endured scorching hot vintages like 2003, and here’s a year to show his family’s 

talents (his daughter Wynne now makes the wines). Wet soil and toasted anise make this sultry 

and dark, with a soy tang and bright cherry fruit for a brilliant balance. A winner amid a winning 

roster; the $32 Three Vineyard is also exceptional. 

2012 Willakenzie Estate Emery Yamhill-Carlton Pinot Noir ($48, 14.2%): Scientist 

Bernard Lacroute was among the last generation of Oregon pioneers, and the Willakenzie wines 

under winemaker Thibaud Mandet have become powerful, distinctive specimens. Emery stands 

out amid a solid roster — from the highest portion of the vineyards, it shows a perfect balance of 

dark, burnt-earth aspects and bright spice: tamarind, dried curry leaf, pine cones. Age it. 

 

2012 Domaine Drouhin Dundee Hills Pinot Noir ($45, 14.1%): The Drouhins were 

Oregon’s early French pioneers, and after nearly three decades, Veronique Boss-Drouhin is 
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someone who can nail a ripe vintage, building a dense wine for the cellar: forward oak and deep, 

ripe, earthy fruit — blackberries and damp forest — with a savory, salty highlight. 

 

2012 Bethel Heights Aeolian Eola-Amity Hills Pinot Noir ($42, 13.7%): Cousins Ben 

and Mimi Casteel are putting this stalwart property on an auspicious future track. Their Aeolian 

is a mix of vines about 15 to 20 years old in windier sections of their exposed Salem property, 

and it’s tightly wound in the way Oregon wines used to be. Even as it opens, it’s a sleek wine: 

bayberry and Bing cherry, more mineral and floral, not revealing an ounce of fat. 

 

2013 Division Wine Co. Methode Carbonique Willamette Valley Pinot Noir ($19, 

12.5%): Really too early for the 2013s, but this mod Portland winery attempted a young-drinking 

effort, fermented carbonically in the style of Beaujolais. It has that crunchy Beaujolais aspect, 

with damson and blackberry and both a spicy side and a foresty, tannic aspect that makes it 

undeniably Pinot Noir. 

 

2012 The Eyrie Vineyards Willamette Valley Pinot Noir ($35, 13.5%): Eyrie wines 

were always austere when young, and no different now. But Jason Lett is elevating the fine work 

done by his father — Eyrie’s David Lett was one of the founders of Oregon’s wine industry — 

without changing the style. It’s slightly raw, cool, almost marine in its way: driftwood, nori, 

bayberry and fresh mint, and a distinct iodine side. Far better once open for a day or two. 

 

2012 Soter North Valley Willamette Valley Pinot Noir ($35, 13.9%): Here’s Pinot 

veteran Tony Soter and winemaker James Cahill’s more approachable effort, made with less new 

oak from a mix of Willamette vineyards. It finds a good middle ground between a pristine, fruity 

style and Oregonian complexity. Fruitiness dominates in this vintage, with fresh damson plum 

and a blackcurrant tang. 

2012 Adelsheim Willamette Valley Pinot Noir ($32, 13.5%): The Adelsheim wines 

often play on a razor’s edge of acidity, and this mainline bottling has settled down a bit since the 

summer. Sultry, with cranberry and a candied Bing cherry aspect, plus subtle spicing — cloves, 

rosemary, cypress. Juicy, and remarkably sleek for the vintage. 

 



2012 J.K. Carriere Antoinette Willamette Valley Pinot Noir ($65, 13.5%): Jim 

Prosser tapped the great Temperance Hill vineyard for this tribute to his grandmother, and the 

site’s cold location rallied in a warm year like this. It shows a yin-yang of savory aspects — both 

cool herbs and warm toasted spices, like eucalyptus and allspice — plus a ton of Temperance 

Hill intensity and tang. Give it a year. 

 

2012 Penner-Ash Estate Vineyard Yamhill-Carlton Pinot Noir ($65, 14.2%): A great 

balance between size and freshness, with a slight bark-like edge to dark cherry and burnt 

mandarin peel, with compelling spice aromas. 

 

Other names to look for: Argyle; Colene Clemens; Durant Vineyards; Iota; J. Christopher; 

Montebruno; Ponzi; Scott Paul; Westrey. 
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